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Abstract
This paper concerns long time interaction of envelope solitary gravity waves propagating at the surface of a two-dimensional
deep fluid in potential flow. Fully nonlinear numerical simulations show how an initially long wave group slowly splits into a
number of solitary wave groups. In the example presented, three large wave events are formed during the evolution. They occur
during a time scale that is beyond the time range of validity of simplified equations like the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation or
modifications of this equation. A Fourier analysis shows that these large wave events are caused by significant transfer to side-band
modes of the carrier waves. Temporary downshiftings of the dominant wavenumber of the spectrum coincide with the formation
large wave events. The wave slope at maximal amplifications is about three times higher than the initial wave slope. The results
show how interacting solitary wave groups that emerge from a long wave packet can produce freak wave events.
Our reference numerical simulation are performed with the fully nonlinear model of Clamond and Grue [D. Clamond, J. Grue,
A fast method for fully nonlinear water wave computations, J. Fluid Mech. 447 (2001) 337–355]. The results of this model are
compared with that of two weakly nonlinear models, the NLS equation and its higher-order extension derived by Trulsen et al.
[K. Trulsen, I. Kliakhandler, K.B. Dysthe, M.G. Velarde, On weakly nonlinear modulation of waves on deep water, Phys. Fluids
12 (10) (2000) 2432–2437]. They are also compared with the results obtained with a high-order spectral method (HOSM) based
on the formulation of West et al. [B.J. West, K.A. Brueckner, R.S. Janda, A method of studying nonlinear random field of surface
gravity waves by direct numerical simulation, J. Geophys. Res. 92 (C11) (1987) 11 803–11 824]. An important issue concerning
the representation and the treatment of the vertical velocity in the HOSM formulation is highlighted here for the study of long-time
evolutions.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, an increasing number of damages due to collision of giant waves with ships or platforms has been
reported. These giant waves, also called freak waves or rogue waves, represent extreme wave events during which
a short group of extremely large waves occurs with elevations exceeding the average elevation of the surrounding
wave field by a factor two or more. A recent review on observations of these giant waves and on the various physical
mechanisms leading to their formation can be found in [4].
Among the various mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the occurrence of freak waves in deep water and
in the absence of currents, the spatio-temporal dispersive focusing of wave packets and the nonlinear self-focusing of a
continuous wave train are the most popular ones to describe the focusing of wave energy over a small area of the wave
field. In the nonlinear self-focusing mechanism, the focusing of the wave energy results from the evolution of intrinsic
instabilities of nonlinear uniform wave trains subject, initially, to slowly modulated periodic (side-band) disturbances.
The evolution of this type of instability, which is also known as the Benjamin–Feir or modulational instability, has been
extensively studied and is well-known [5–7]. Recent studies on the modulational instability of a uniform wavetrain
have shown that many features of the observed freak waves are consistent with certain analytic breather-type solutions
of the much celebrated nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [8–10]. In contrast, the spatio-temporal dispersive
focusing mechanism does not require the presence of a uniform wavetrain to explain the formation of freak waves.
This mechanism has been studied in [11] for deep water waves in the framework of the NLS equation. It has been
shown that pure dispersion effects can produce freak waves during the evolution of a localized wave packet, but only
when there is initially a specific spatial distribution of frequencies in the wave packet (chirped frequency modulation).
It has also been shown in [11] that the effects of frequency modulation can affect significantly the development of the
Benjamin–Feir instability of a weakly nonlinear modulated wavetrain, in particular when the initial amplitude of the
wave train is small.
In this paper, we study numerically the long time evolution of a wave packet in deep water with small initial
steepness and without initial frequency modulation. This initial-value problem is well known and has been much
studied experimentally and theoretically. Applying the inverse scattering technique to the NLS equation, Zakharov
and Shabat [12] solved this initial value problem to obtain predictions on the asymptotic behavior of the wave group
when the initial steepness is small. Their solution predicts that an envelope pulse, whatever the exact shape of its
amplitude modulation, evolves eventually into a finite number of envelope solitons plus a small dispersive decaying
wave group. As far as the number of formed solitary wave groups is of interest, the agreement between theory and
experiment is good if the initial steepness is sufficiently small [7,13]. For large enough initial steepness or long
enough wave packets the theoretical predictions of formed solitons deviate more from observations. The most striking
observations are strong asymmetric modulations in the envelope of the wave packets during the group splitting and
frequency downshift in the leading groups.
Detailed comparisons of numerical results based on NLS equation with experiments in a wave tank, carried out
in [14], have demonstrated that this equation can describe only the beginning of the transformation process before
any significant effects contribute to the asymmetry in the wave group envelope. A better correspondence between
numerical results and experiments in a long wave tank has been reported in [15] using a spatial version of the Dysthe
model, which is an higher-order extension of NLS equation as derived by Dysthe in [16]. In fact, these two approximate models are limited to weakly nonlinear waves and narrow-banded spectra. When nonlinear energy focusing at
the center of the group occurs, there is a significant widening of the spectrum and the models’ assumptions may be
violated. This, in turn, affects the accuracy and the validity for long-time simulations. A less restrictive alternative for
weakly nonlinear wave field is to employ the well-known Zakharov’s equation based on the Hamiltonian formalism,
because it has no restrictions on the spectral width. It is accurate to the third order in wave steepness. A spatial version
of the Zakharov model should be used in order to describe the spatial evolution of wave groups along a wave tank.
Recently in [17], experimental results have been compared with numerical results obtained from a spatial version of
the Zakharov equation derived in [18]. Furthermore, the validity of the Dysthe model (spatial version) is tested against
experiments and the Zakharov’s model predictions. For rather short periodic wave groups a very good agreement has
been obtained between the experimental results and the simulations based on both Zakharov and Dysthe models for
various initial shapes, amplitudes and spectral contents. However, the performance of these models have not been
tested for rather long wave groups.
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The main purpose of this study is to describe how an initially long waves packet splits into a number of solitary
wave groups, and how large wave events are formed during the split-up process. This kind of behavior has been
presented in [19], and it has been suggested that the interaction between solitary wave groups is a source of freak
wave formations. During the split-up process, three large wave events occur before the separation of the leading group.
Ultimately, the group of waves evolves into three solitary wave groups, which separate because each one propagates
with a different velocity although each has the same carrier wavenumber (as in the initial wave group). In this study
we re-examine this scenario using two different fully nonlinear formulations. The fully nonlinear results are in a good
agreement and exhibit a different scenario than that based on predictions of NLS equation and an extended version of
the Dysthe equation as derived in [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe briefly the models we used, as well as the numerical
experiment which is considered. The long time behavior of the evolution of the wave group and the comparison
between the different models are analyzed in Section 3. Some local phenomena occurring during the formation of
freak waves are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the occurrence of multiple collisions between
solitary wave groups and their relation with freak wave formation. In Section 6, conclusions are drawn.
2. Numerical models and experiment
In order to study the dynamics of a long wave packets and the subsequent group splitting for long time evolution,
we use a fully nonlinear model for deep water gravity waves which accounts for all strong nonlinear features of the
(non-breaking) wave group dynamics. We use the fast and accurate model developed by Clamond and Grue [1]; this
fully nonlinear model will be referred as CG for brevity. In the following, the model is briefly described as well as
the other numerical models, which are also used for comparison with the CG results. All the models are run using the
same initial condition described in the last sub-section.
2.1. Fully nonlinear model
We consider two-dimensional surface gravity wave motions in deep water and potential flow. Let x, y, t be the horizontal, upward vertical and time variables, and let η(x, t) be the surface elevation relative to the mean level y = 0. Let
also φ and ψ be the velocity potential and the stream function, respectively, that are linked by the Cauchy–Riemann
relations, φx = ψy , φy = −ψx . The functions ψ and φy decay to zero for y → −∞, the surface impermeability and
zero pressure conditions read
ηt + ψ̃x = 0,
φ̃t + gη +

φ̃x2

(1)
− ψ̃x2

+ 2ηx φ̃x ψ̃x
= 0,
2(1 + ηx2 )

(2)

where the ‘tildes’ denote the functions at y = η. These relations provide two prognostic equations to update at instant
t + t the surface η and the potential at the surface φ̃ from their values at instant t.
To complete the system, one must solve the Cauchy–Riemann relations in order to update ψ̃. This is achieved via
the Cauchy integral formula. The real part of this Cauchy integral formula yields
∞
1
D(φ̃  − ηx ψ̃  ) − ψ̃  − ηx φ̃  dx 
,
φ̃ =
−
π
x − x
1 + D2

(3)

−∞

where D = (η − η)/(x  − x), φ̃ = φ̃(x, t), φ̃  = φ̃(x  , t), etc. After some simple rearrangements (see [1] for details),
this relation yields
 ∞



   
 
1
D 2 (D − ηx )φ̃x dx 
ψ̃x = H φ̃x + ∂x ηφ̃x + ∂x H ηH φ̃x
+H
π
x − x
1 + D2

−H

1
π

∞
−∞

D(D − ηx )ψ̃x
1 + D2

dx 
x − x

−∞


,

(4)
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∞
)
dx 
where H{f } = − −∞ fx (x
−x π is the Hilbert transform.
The three first terms in the right-hand side of (4) are convolution products and are therefore computed very quickly
via fast Fourier transforms. The two last terms involve integrals with rapidly decaying kernels, they can thus be
computed quickly and accurately truncating the integration over a limited region (here, one wavelength). Hence, the
evaluation of ψ̃x requires O(Nc × Nw ) operations, Nc the total number of computational nodes and Nw the number of
nodes per wavelength. Nw  Nc for large domains and the computation of the integrals is easily parallelizable. It turns
out that, for the experiment described below, the practical computational cost is close to O(Nc × log Nc ) operations
per time step. Indeed, for this peculiar experiment, we found that integrations over one wavelength in front and back
(so two wavelengths in total) and that two iterations were needed. Longer integrations and more iterations did not give
different results.
For the time stepping, the linear part of the system (1), (2) is integrated analytically, thus allowing larger time
steps and providing a linearly unconditionally stable and exact scheme. For the nonlinear remaining part, we use a
eighth-order Runge–Kutta scheme with an auto-adapting time step.
To test the method, we simulated the propagation over 1000 periods of the pure Stokes wave with the numerical
parameters given in Section 2.4. After 1000 periods, the phase shift error is 23◦ and the relative error on the energy
is about 10−5 . This test clearly illustrates the accuracy of the numerical model. The numerical procedure in the threedimensional implementation is documented and tested in details in [1]; further convincing tests are given in [20–23].
2.2. High-order spectral method
To support the predictions obtained in [19] with the CG model, we have also implemented a high-order spectral
method (HOSM) slightly different than that proposed by West et al. [3] and Dommermuth and Yue [24]. In these
methods, the conjugate Hamiltonian equations (1), (2) are rewritten

ηt + φ̃x ηx − 1 + ηx2 W = 0,
1
1
φ̃t + gη + φ̃x2 − 1 + ηx2 W 2 = 0,
2
2

(5)
(6)

where W = φy is the vertical velocity at the surface that is determined solving approximately a Laplace equation
for given η and φ̃. This approximation is obtained up to an arbitrary order M in wave steepness, using a Taylor
series expansion technique and assuming the convergence of the series expansions of φy and φ̃. As explained by
Tanaka [25], there exists an important difference between the two original versions of HOSM, concerning the series
for φy . In fact, the version of West et al. differs from the version of Dommermuth and Yue not only in the expression
of the approximated vertical velocity at the surface, but also in its subsequent treatment in the free surface equations.
According to West et al. [3], the surface equations must be truncated at consistent nonlinear order if they are to
simulate a conservative Hamiltonian system. This requires to treat carefully all nonlinear terms containing W in the
prognostic equations. In contrast to the series used by Dommermuth and Yue, those used by West et al. are naturally
ordered with respect to the nonlinear parameter , which is a measure of the wave steepness. Thus, the Dommermuth
and Yue formulation is not consistent, after truncation, with the underlying Hamiltonian structure of the canonical pair
of free-surface equations. In this paper, we have used the West et al. version which preserves the Hamiltonian structure
of the prognostic equations, although the free surface equations are advanced in time explicitly using a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta integrator as in Dommermuth and Yue [24].
The accuracy of the HOSM method has been tested towards reference computations of Stokes waves in [3,24,26]. It
was reported that for Stokes wave with steepness ak > 0.3, the expected rate of convergence of the perturbation series
in the HOSM is not realized by increasing the order parameter M. In general, the number of points in the numerical
method must be sufficiently large for this convergence to occur. This means that when the local steepness increases up
to 0.3 or higher values, the HOSM should perform less well in these regions. In order to eliminate high-wave number
instabilities that can severely limit the HOSM, we have applied at each time step an ideal low-pass filter to η and φ̃ of
the form
F (k) =

1 if |k| < kmax ,
0 if |k| > kmax ,

(7)
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where kmax is the highest wavenumber in the amplitude spectrum. Because of aliasing errors, this technique limits the
number of alias-free modes that are effectively resolved in the numerical simulation. Nevertheless, we have checked
in our numerical experiments that this smoothing technique has no significant effect on the evolution of the wave field,
provided kmax is sufficiently large.
2.3. Schrödinger and Dysthe models
Under the assumptions of small amplitudes, narrow banded spectra and propagation in one direction, various simplified equations can be derived. Two prominent examples are the well-known nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS)
and Dysthe’s equation. These models have been widely used to confirm the Benjamin–Feir instability mechanism. For
long time simulations of one dimensional, weakly modulated weakly nonlinear wavetrain, it has been suggested that
NLS is a sufficiently accurate model when the initial steepness is small, independently of the number of waves in the
modulation [8]. In this study, we have also implemented two weakly nonlinear models in order to test their validity in
the long-time simulation of nonlinear wave groups.
The simplest model is the classical nonlinear Schrödinger equation written for the complex envelope A(x, t) of the
elevation η(x, t) = Re{A(x, t) ei(k0 x−ω0 t) }, as
i
i
At + cg Ax + cg k0−1 Axx + ω0 k02 |A|2 A = 0,
4
2
where cg = ω0 /2k0 is the linear group velocity. This equation admits the envelope soliton solution
√
2 2
A = a1 sech 2a1 k02 (x − cg t) e−ia1 k0 ω0 t/4 .

(8)

(9)

The NLS equation admits other analytical solutions, for instance with oscillating envelope. One of these solutions is
described and used in Section 4.
We have used a more accurate model, an extended Dysthe equation (EDE) derived in [2], which accounts for
fourth-order effects in the envelope equation. This EDE envelope equation follows as



i
3
1
i
At + F −1 (ω − ω0 )F{A} + ω0 k02 |A|2 A + ω0 k0 |A|2 Ax − ω0 k0 A2 A∗x + ω0 k0 AH |A|2 x = 0, (10)
2
2
4
2
where F and H are the Fourier and Hilbert transforms. As explained in [2], the EDE equation is an heuristic model
that has improved bandwidth resolution and improved stability properties, in contrast with the classical Dysthe equa1/2
tion and a higher-order extension of NLS equation derived in [27] with a broader bandwith assumption μ = O(ε0 ).
Usually, μ = k/k0 is the frequency dispersion parameter where k is the spectral bandwith, and ε0 = ak0 is the
nonlinearity parameter. In terms of these two parameters, the narrow-band assumption employed to derive the NLS
equation and the classical Dysthe equation is enforced with the relation μ = O(ε0 ) for both equations. As demonstrated in [28], employing appropriate bandwidth constraints on both the linear and nonlinear parts of the third-order
Zakharov equation leads to both the NLS equation and the classical Dysthe equation. Thus, the EDE equation can be
seen as a limiting case of the Zakharov integral equation after considering an appropriate limit on the spectral width
only for the cubic nonlinear part. Given that the EDE equation captures the full linear dispersion behavior, this model
is exact in the linear limit. Nevertheless, these models are, a priori, valid for relatively short term simulations; NLS is
valid for dimensionless times t/T0 = O(ε0−2 ) where T0 is the period of the carrier wave, while the EDE model is valid
for t/T0 = O(ε0−3 ).
2.4. Initial condition
The initial state of the wave field is specified in two steps. First an exact steady Stokes wave [29], with wavenumber
k0 and amplitude a0 is computed (a0 is half the total wave height and ε0 ≡ k0 a0 is the initial steepness).
√ Secondly, the
surface elevation and the tangential velocity at the surface are multiplied by the bell function sech[ˆ 2a0 k02 (x − x0 )]
where the parameter ˆ determines the length of the wave packet. An exact soliton solution of the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation is obtained with ˆ = 1 (see Eq. (9)). An initial condition with ε0 = 0.09 and ˆ = 0.26 are input to the different
nonlinear numerical models presented above. The computational domain involves 128 carrier wavelengths. The carrier
wave is discretized over 32 nodes per wavelength. This means that all harmonics up to the 15th are resolved with the
CG model, and that 128 Fourier modes are included in the spectral band [k0 − 12 k0 ; k0 + 12 k0 ].
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2.5. Remarks
As suggested by one of the referees on this paper, an alternative way to support the CG predictions would have
been to use the recent method of direct numerical solution of Euler equation, describing potential oscillations of ideal
fluid with a free surface in a gravitational field. This solution was recently used, for instance in [30], to simulate freak
waves generated by the nonlinear development of the modulational instability of Stokes’s waves. This method is based
on conformal mapping and no approximations are made.
It is well-know that methods based on conformal mapping can suffer very severe drawbacks when extreme waves
occur. To avoid these limitations, a huge number of nodes is usually required. We add that using a huge number of
nodes per wavelength (assuming that the Fourier series converge) induces a large accumulation of round-off errors,
thus limiting the gain that one can expect. Hence, even for short domains, the accuracy of simulations of steep waves
based on conformal mapping may be questionable.
In view of the length of our numerical domain and the number of waves in the initial wave packet, it might be that
these methods are computationally more expensive than the fully nonlinear methods used in this study (for the same
accuracy), in order to study the long time evolution and focusing of long wave groups with the occurrence of many
freak waves events.
3. Long time evolution
We first consider the global picture of the evolution of the surface elevation η, as predicted by the (fully nonlinear)
CG model (see Fig. 1). According to this model, three large wave events occur during the 3000 wave periods of
simulation. The first large wave event occurs after t/T0 = 155; then k0 ηmax = 0.2866 (kηmax = 0.34, k the local
wavenumber) which is the maximal wave elevation observed during the computations. The second large wave event
occurs after t/T0 = 410; then k0 ηmax = 0.2545. The third large wave event occurs after t/T0 = 627; then k0 ηmax =
0.2704.
At about t/T0 1200, the wave field consists of three separated solitary wave groups with ordered heights, the
steepest being ahead. The fundamental wavenumber of each group is k0 . Up to 3000 wave periods (and after) the
groups separate slowly, each group traveling with its characteristic speed. We have compared the shape of each (well
separated) solitary wave group (at t/T0 = 3000) with the analytical envelope soliton solution of NLS (9). For each
(separated) envelope soliton there is a fairly good agreement with the analytical NLS solutions as far as the wave
envelope is of interest (this is not shown here). This suggests that the observed wave dynamics can be explained as
nonlinear interactions between three perturbed NLS solutions. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the speed of each
solitary wave group is not equal to the linear group velocity, as predicted by the NLS theory. The leading two solitary
wave groups move faster than the linear group velocity, while the trailing small solitary group moves slower than the
linear group velocity.
3.1. Comparison with Schrödinger and Dysthe equations
The results obtained with the weakly nonlinear models presented in Section 2.3 are compared with the fully nonlinear computations. Fig. 2 illustrates the differences between the weakly nonlinear models and the CG model for the
envelope dynamics. It also shows snapshots from the evolution of the wave envelope and how the initial group splits
into three solitons according to the CG model. The smallest soliton in the trailing portion of the wave group is the first
to detach from the wave group. The fully nonlinear model predicts two interacting solitary envelopes in the leading
part of the wave train. It is evident that the fully nonlinear solutions obtained using CG and the weakly nonlinear NLS
or EDE, apart from times up to t/T0 = 100 and t/T0 = 300, respectively, describe different long-time evolutions. The
analytical theory of the NLS equation predicts that any symmetric shape envelope (with uniform wavenumber or frequency within the group) disintegrates into a finite number of solitons which propagate with the same speed, the linear
group velocity, and a small oscillatory tail. Thus, for our initial condition, it predicts the formation of three solitons
that are attached to each other. Furthermore, the corresponding envelope always remains symmetric with respect to
the center of the wave group. These bound-solitons describe very mild modulations of the envelope amplitude (very
long period of recurrence). Although the NLS equation fails to predict the wave dynamics beyond its time range of
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the free surface. Fully nonlinear simulation (CG model).

validity (few tens of wave periods), the number of observed solitons is in good agreement with the predictions based
on the inverse scattering technique for NLS.
From a qualitative point of view, a somewhat better agreement is obtained with the EDE model. This model predicts
rather well the early stages of the group splitting (up to t/T0 = 300) and the characteristic features of the evolution,
namely the separation into solitary wave groups and temporary downshifting. However, the EDE models fails to
predict the long-time scenario based on the CG predictions. Indeed, the EDE model predicts the formation of rankordered solitary wave groups. The larger, the faster to separate and propagate ahead of the group of waves. Once
formed, it evolves independently of the other part of the group. In the trailing part, the computations with the EDE
show weak and slow interactions between the two other solitons that are forming. These two solitons in the trail remain
“attached” for a much longer time than predicted by the fully nonlinear scenario. In contrast, the CG model predicts
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Fig. 2. Envelope of the surface. (—) CG, (– –) EDE, (· · ·) NLS.

a much more complicated scenario, with stronger interactions between the forming solitary waves. This is illustrated
by the formation of two supplementary extreme wave events before separation occurs.
The differences between the EDE model and the fully nonlinear CG model suggest that the long-time evolution
of the wave group is driven by higher-order nonlinear effects that are not captured by the EDE model. This may
also be related to the narrow-band assumption still embedded in the derivation of the EDE model. After the first
demodulation phase (t/T0  300), there is a significant broadening of the wave elevation spectrum. This, in turn, can
affect the validity and accuracy of the EDE. Nevertheless, this extension of Dysthe’s equation describes rather well
the first asymmetric modulations of the group envelope (contrary to NLS) as well as the increase of the speed of
propagation of the strong modulation developing in the central part of the group in comparison with NLS. Thus, it
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Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of the amplification factor. (—) CG, (· · ·) EDE, (– · –) NLS.

may be worthwhile to develop a generalization of the EDE, including higher (quintic) nonlinear terms to improve the
accuracy and the time range of validity of EDE, when nonlinear dispersive focusing in long wave groups is considered.
Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the amplification factor of the amplitude of the complex envelope, i.e.
Af = maxx (|A(x, t)|)/maxx (|A(x, 0)|), obtained with the CG model and the weakly nonlinear models for narrowbanded waves. According to the fully nonlinear predictions, the first soliton has detached from the other waves for
t/T0  1200. Thus from this time, the computed normalized maximal envelope amplitude of the wave field corresponds to the maximal envelope amplitude of the highest solitary wave group. It is observed that the normalized
maximal envelope amplitude oscillates about the value 1.75 with a period of approximately 170 fundamental wave
periods.
3.2. Comparison with HOSM
Fig. 4 demonstrates that the computations based on HOSM support the predictions of the CG model. We have
found the HOSM with M  3 is in good agreement with the CG model. When we increase the nonlinear parameter
M in the HOSM from M = 3, the agreement is improved and, this, for a larger time range up to t/T0 ≈ 1000.
As expected, the HOSM with M = 3 is largely superior to the EDE model since it is free of any-bandwidth
constraint. In principle, the HOSM with M = 3 is an extension of the third-order Zakharov equations. Since it is free
of any bandwidth restriction like the Zakharov equation and is accurate to the third-order in the wave steepness, it
does a fairly good job in predicting the long-time evolution of the wave group.
It is important to mention here that, first, we had used the formulation as proposed by Dommermuth and Yue [24]
that differs from the formulation used in this paper as explained above (see Section 2.2). Surprisingly, it was found
that this formulation of HOSM with M = 3 and M = 4 is worse than the EDE model, as far as the long-time scenario
of the wave group evolution is concerned. Indeed, although these HOSM predictions are in better agreement with
the CG model for the first freak wave event near t/T0 ≈ 155 and even later up to t/T0  300, it fails to predict the
separation of the two leading solitons. These two solitons interact as a bound-solitons state. This recurring interaction
corresponds to the quasi-periodic formation of freak waves events. These results are not shown here. When we had
increased the order parameter M > 4 in the formulation of Dommermuth and Yue [24], after having checked the
numerical implementation, we observed a substantial and systematic improvement with regards to the results from
West et al.’s formulation and, thus, the CG predictions. Therefore, it is found that the inconsistency of the HOSM
formulation of Dommermuth and Yue is critical, unless M > 4, to study the long-time evolution of nonlinear wave
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the amplification factor. (—) CG, (– –) HOSM with M = 4, (– · –) HOSM with M = 3, (· · ·) EDE.

groups as considered in this paper. In contrast, the formulation of the HOSM based on the approach of West et al. [3]
appears to be superior when M = 3 and M = 4.
We note also that we have used different time integrators for the CG model and the HOSM. Thus, the accumulation
of phase-lags and round-off errors in the HOSM result in slight differences in the long term as compared to the CG
results. After the complete separation of the three solitary envelopes, the differences between the CG model and
HOSM are essentially in the relative positions of the solitary wave groups. It should be noted that the frequency cutoff kmax does not alter significantly the good agreement with the CG results during the splitting process, provided it
is sufficiently large. We have chosen kmax = 960 for M = 3 and M = 4, so that the HOSM always resolve up to the
eight harmonics of the carrier wave without aliasing errors.
4. Formation of large wave events
The nonlinear evolution of the wave group near the formation of the first freak wave is illustrated here by the
Fourier transform |F{ηx }| of the surface slope ηx (see Fig. 5). The initially narrow spectrum widens during the
evolution of the group. Fig. 5 shows that growth of side-bands is an inherent feature in the formation of the first large
wave event taking place at time t/T0 = 155. The spectrum is characterized by substantial transfer of energy to suband super-harmonic wavenumbers. The energy content at the central wavenumber is reduced accordingly.
The role of the super-harmonic wavenumbers during the first large wave event is highlighted by the Fourier
spectrum of the wave elevation at times t/T0 = 155, 156, 157, 158 (see Fig. 6). The pronounced tail at high wavenumbers exhibits an oscillatory appearance with period 2T0 . This oscillation enhances the (tall) wave elevation for
t/T0 = 155, 157 and reduces the (deep) trough for t/T0 = 156, 158 occurring during the large wave event. The transfer of energy to the high wavenumbers takes place during only a short period of time. The computations show that
the dominant side-bands peak at wavenumbers k1 = 0.93k0 and k2 = 1.14k0 when the first large event occurs, a result that is also obtained using EDE. Other runs with different initial steepness indicate that the dominant side-bands
of the Fourier spectrum recur with a time scale proportional to (a0 k0 )−2 . The results of these runs are not reported
here. For the present experiment, we note that the most unstable side bands appear at symmetric wavenumbers with
k/k0 = 2a0 k0 = 0.18. This is observed in the initial part of the simulations using the fully nonlinear scheme, EDE
and NLS equations. The latter equation predicts side bands at symmetric satellites with k/k0 = 2a0 k0 0.15 when
the nonlinearity is appreciable (see Fig. 7).
For the integrable NLS equation, it is well-known that there is a close relation between the side-band instabilities
of a plane wave and breather type solutions (homoclinic orbits). As demonstrated in [31], these homoclinic orbits
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of the surface slope. Fully nonlinear simulation corresponding to Fig. 1.

are associated with each unstable modes of the unperturbed plane wave, and play a significant role in the long time
evolution of a perturbed plane wave. Using perturbed NLS equations, the authors conjectured that the generation of
freak waves is related to the persistence of NLS homoclinic structures in the higher-order nonlinear models. Given
that the first stage of our numerical simulation is characterized by strong side-band instabilities, it is tempting to
compare the first large wave event with an analytical breather type solution of NLS equation. Nevertheless, it should
be recognized that our initial value problem is rather different from that where the initial state is a periodically, weakly
modulated plane wave.
It would seem natural to compare our first large wave event with the space-periodic Akhmediev’s breather solution,
as underlined in [9], given that we have used periodic boundary conditions. Nevertheless, this is hardly possible here
since there is no clear space-periodicity in the amplitude envelope at the first maximum modulation near t/T0 = 155.
Thus, we have preferred to compare the first wave event with the time-periodic solution found by Ma [32]. If we use
the transformation
1
T = ω0 t,
q = 2−1/2 k0 A∗ ,
(11)
X = 2k0 (x − cg t),
2
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Fig. 6. Transfer of energy in the spectrum of the surface slope (CG model).

Fig. 7. Fourier spectrum of the wave surface at t/T0 = 155. (—) CG, (– –) EDE, (· · ·) NLS.
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then the cubic NLS equation (8) can be written in a canonical form as
iqT + qXX + 2|q|2 q = 0.

(12)

The Ma-breather solution is periodic in time and tends to the plane wave solution as X goes to ±∞. The canonical
expression of the Ma-breather solution is
q(X, T ) = e2iT

cos(ΩT − 2iφ) − cosh(φ) cosh(pX)
,
cos(ΩT ) − cosh(φ) cosh(pX)

(13)

which is a one-parameter solution depending on φ with the following relations
Ω = 2 sinh(2φ),

p = 2 sinh(φ),

|qmax | = 1 + 2 cosh(φ).

(14)

We scaled out this solution with steepness ε0 = a0 k0 as
A(x, t) = a0 e

i 2
2 ε0 ω0 t

√
cos( 14 Ωε02 ω0 t − 2iφ) − cosh(φ) cosh[p 2ε0 k0 (x − cg t)]
.
√
cos( 14 Ωε02 ω0 t) − cosh(φ) cosh[p 2ε0 k0 (x − cg t)]

(15)

The envelope of this solution oscillates in time while it propagates with the linear group velocity of the carrier wave.
In order to test the first large wave event we have fitted the Ma-breather solution, with T = 0 in Eq. (13), so that its
maximum amplitude equals to the maximum amplitude of the envelope of the CG numerical solution at t/T0 = 155.
The parameter φ is then determined with the equation

(16)
|qmax | = 1 + 2 cosh(φ) = max |A| /a0 .
The best comparison is obtained when we take the initial amplitude to be a0 = 0.062 for which φ ≈ 1.22. Fig. 8
shows the comparison of the CG solution with the propagating Ma-breather for t/T0 = 155, 156, 157 and 158. The
Ma-breather may seem quite close to the numerical solution only in the central part of the wave group and on the rear
face of the modulation. Although the simulated envelope presents locally some similarity with the Ma-breather, the
wave elevation differs considerably from that of Ma’s solution. In particular, the structure and the number of waves on
the two sides of the center of the modulation are markedly different. Besides, the propagation velocity of the numerical
envelope is greater than that of the Ma breather solution, i.e. the linear group velocity of the perturbed plane wave.
Looking at the shape of the wave group, Fig. 9(a)–(c) show that the first large wave event is accurately described
by HOSM (M  3) solutions, while the NLS and EDE predictions are less impressive. Nevertheless, the EDE is in
considerably better agreement than NLS with the higher-order nonlinear computations to describe the formation of
the first freak wave. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the two other large wave events observed with the fully nonlinear
models are not predicted by NLS and EDE models. Looking at the evolution of the wave group envelope reveals that
these two large wave events should rather be interpreted as nonlinear collisions between pairs of solitary wave groups
(see Figs. 1 and 2).
It may be of interest, here, to point out that there exists generalized Ma-breather solutions that can propagate at
a velocity greater than the linear group velocity of the carrier wave. This solution describes breathing solitary waves
on a background plane wave. It includes the Ma-breather, the Akhmediev and the Peregrine solutions as particular
cases. The characteristics of these solutions have been used in [33] for the analysis of envelope soliton interactions
and their detection in freak waves time records. Thus, it would be interesting to use this approach based on the inverse
scattering technique, in order to analyze our results and to get more insights in the observed nonlinear interactions of
the group of waves during the split-up.
5. Multiple collision of envelope solitons
Earlier experiments in a long wave tank demonstrated several interesting features of group splitting in deep water.
In [13], the evolution of wave packets initially with a rectangular shaped envelope has been investigated by varying
the length of the packets (number of wave in the initial packet) and the initial wave slope in the range 0.09–0.28.
For wave groups of sufficiently large initial steepness, an interesting feature of the group splitting process is the
frequency downshift in the leading groups which has been reported. For short wave groups and sufficiently large
steepness (ak  0.15), the wave packets generally exhibited a permanent frequency downshift. Not all of the groups
were downshifted. Besides, it has been reported for long wave groups that very strong asymmetric modulations occur
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Fig. 8. Elevation (left) and envelope (right) of the surface elevation at t/T0 = 155, 156, 157, 158. (—) CG solution, (– · –) fitted analytical
Ma-breather solution.
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in the central part of the wave group in contrast with the evolution of long wave groups of small initial steepness
(ak < 0.10). These strong modulations were associated with strong interactions of solitons with different carrier
frequency (or wavenumber) that are in different evolutionary stages. Theses collisions of envelope occur because
envelope solitons with lower carrier wavenumber propagates faster and, consequently, run into the leading solitons
with a higher carrier wavenumber. When this phenomenon occurs, wave breaking is systematically observed.
Our numerical simulations show that collisions of envelope solitons can occur in the transformation of a long
wave group with an initial symmetric shape even though the initial steepness is small (here a0 k0 = 0.09). While
a permanent downshifting in the leading groups is observed experimentally for the initially steeper waves, namely
ak  0.15 in [13], our numerical simulations show only a temporary downshifting in wavenumber. This occurs during
the formation of the large wave events. This temporary downshifting is associated with the temporary excitation of
side-band modes in the spectrum, the subharmonic modes containing more energy (when a freak wave occurs) than
their symmetric counterparts. The dominant character of certain subharmonic modes over other side-band modes is
evidenced in the physical space by a slight increase in the wavelength on both sides of the maximal elevation of
the freak waves. Other numerical simulations of long wave groups with initial steepness as small as a0 k0 = 0.046
(results not shown here) show that the same temporary downshifting of the spectrum occurs and is associated with the
occurrence large wave events.
While we find here that the subharmonic contribution is temporary, a permanent downshifting in two-dimensional
flows is known to be related with non-conservative effects, such as breaking or generation of capillary waves [34].
A different cause of downshift, that is independent of dissipation (and breaking), was explained theoretically by
Trulsen and Dysthe [35] and confirmed experimentally [36]. They showed that evolution of Stokes waves can lead to
significant growth of standing waves across the tank. This three-dimensional mechanism is responsible for transfer
of energy from the long crested wave mode to lateral modes. The process is irreversible and is characterized by an
energy transfer to both higher and lower wavenumbers. The dominant wavenumber is always downshifted. Threedimensional downshifting is observed in wave tanks when the ratio μ = klateral /k0 is less than about 0.1, where
klateral = π/b denotes the smallest lateral vector component in a wavetank of width b and k0 is the wavenumber
of deep water Stokes waves. Experimental μ-values are 0.066 [5], 0.125 [13], 0.074 [36]. It is evident that the
permanent downshift observed in the experiments by Su [13] involves a combination of three-dimensional nonlinear
modulation, dissipation and wave breaking (no obvious explanation of the permanent downshift was given in his
paper).
Finally, we note that it is well known that transverse instabilities of solitary waves have been predicted theoretically
almost 30 years ago for the solution of NLS equation [37]. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate numerically
the impact of three-dimensional perturbations on the long time evolution and, in particular, on the solitary waves
collisions that we have studied in this work.
6. Conclusion
The main focus of the present paper has been to support the predictions obtained in [19] with the CG model. To do
this, we have employed a high-order spectral method (HOSM) slightly different than that proposed by West et al. [3]
and Dommermuth and Yue [24]. For the simulation considered in this paper, the splitting process happens on timescales beyond the time range of validity of the simplified model equations like NLS equation and EDE equations [2].
Hence, these simplified models fail to describe the freak wave events due to collision of pairs of envelope solitons,
and which occur out of the time range of validity of both weakly nonlinear models. Nevertheless, one can observe that
the EDE model simulate quite well the formation of the first freak wave in comparison with the NLS equation.
In contrast with the weakly nonlinear models for narrow-banded waves, it is remarkable that both the CG model
and HOSM predict not only a different long-time scenario but also a larger number of freak wave events during the
group splitting. These fully nonlinear computations predict at the end of the group splitting a train of three heightordered solitary wave groups, the larger ahead of the others and each having the same carrier wavenumber as that of
the initial wave group.
For the long-time simulations considered in this paper, a good agreement is found between the CG model and both
formulations of HOSM provided M > 4. However, an important issue concerning the representation and the treatment
of the vertical velocity in the HOSM formulation is highlighted here. In particular, the West et al. formulation of the
HOSM (for M = 3 and M = 4) is found to be much superior in predicting the long-time evolution, as compared to
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Fig. 9. Comparison of surface elevations at t/T0 = 155 between CG solution (solid line) and (a) NLS (dash–dot line); (b) Dysthe (dash–dot line);
(c) M = 4 (dash–dot line).
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the formulation of Dommermuth and Yue that is inaccurate in the long term of our numerical simulations. To the
authors’ knowledge these quantitative differences between these two HOSM formulations has not been documented
in previous studies.
These numerical results also demonstrate that the formation of the large wave events can occur during the transformation of a long wave group even if the steepness is initially small. During the transition to a stable state of several
solitary wave groups, strong nonlinear effects lead to the formation of three large wave events. These strong nonlinear
effects are seen here as strong interactions or collisions of three solitary wave groups on a background of dispersive
wave packets, which form at different time and position in the evolving group of waves.
The role of sideband instabilities and temporary downshifting has been highlighted here. We observe that large
wave events occur when side-band modes of the carrier wavenumber reach maximum amplitudes during the evolution.
The greater amplification of certain subharmonic side-band modes results in a temporary downshifting of the peak
of the wave spectrum. We note that the permanent downshift in the leading groups observed in the experiments by
Su [13] when ak  0.15 were caused by a combination of nonconservative effects (dissipation and wave breaking)
and conservative effects (transfer of wave energy to lateral standing wave modes, the latter explained in Section 5).
Such a permanent downshift cannot be obtained from the two-dimensional conservative equations employed in the
present study. Moreover, the existence of transverse three-dimensional instabilities of the NLS solitary wave solutions
suggests that the long time evolution may be influenced by these effects. This is a topic for future research.
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